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Abstract: The objective of this research is to describe the reason of continuous buying decision and to analyze consumer satisfaction of roses cultivators towards Marshal 200 EC. The methods used for data analysis are Importance-Performance Analysis (IPA) and Customer Satisfaction Index (CSI). Five processes of buying decision considered are needs recognition, information seeking, alternative evaluation, purchase decision, and post-purchase behavior. There are also three main indicators employed to describe the buying decision, which are sociocultural environment, consumer psychology, and marketing efforts. Eight indicators of a product, such as performance, features, conformity, durability, serviceability, aesthetics, and perceived quality, are used to measure the consumers’ satisfaction. The research samples are 33 roses cultivators. The result of buying decision describes that products association, information sources, shop selection, and future buying possibilities influence buying decision. The result of IPA method are 85.9 percent of consumers’ suitability level; therefore, it needs to be improved. The result of CSI are 60.21 percent of satisfaction level, which is in average satisfied category.
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INTRODUCTION
Roses are floricultural commodities which have high economical value and lots of potential since there are constant demand from European Union and United States (France AgriMer, 2013). Unfortunately, Indonesian rose cultivators are not quite adept to maximize its potential and still having low productions (Sutater and Effendie, 2016). Production could be maximized by proper maintenance technique such as the application of the right insecticides (Hafizah, 2014). Application of the right insecticides considering the attacking pest in accordance to usage guidelines (Djojosumarto, 2008).

Based on field observations, the frequent pest of rose commodities is white mealybugs (Pseudococcus sp.). The majority of rose cultivators at Gunungsari Village in the late years were using Marshal 200 EC which have been considered good to overcoming the white mealybugs problems.

Consumer satisfaction is the trends of the late centuries. Its wide range usefulness from company’s benefits to academic learning purposes have been recognized (Tjiptono and Diana, 2015). A lot of researches found that consumer satisfaction was mostly determined by the quality of products or services offered (Bitner, 1990). Both satisfaction or dissatisfaction of consumers take effect on its future buying probabilities and the buying behavior of the potential consumers (Yustitia, 2009). Understanding the farmer satisfaction would help to broaden the people view of farmer perspectives.

There have been many researchers about consumer satisfaction on agricultural related products (Batt and Liu, 2012; Cerjak et al, 2014; and Capitello et al, 2015). There are journals specified for using the Index Performance Analysis (IPA) and...
Customer Satisfaction Index (CSI) (Rizzuto and Etemad-Sajadi, 2013; and Mustikarini et al., 2014). The differences on this research are these research specified on satisfaction in misfunctioning product and applied in agricultural production. In this case, the product is Marshal 200 EC.

The objective of this research are (1) to describes the reasons of the continuous buying decision of rose cultivators towards the usage of Marshal 200 EC, (2) to analyze the importance and performance of the attributes on the Marshal 200 EC from cultivators’ perspectives, and (3) to analyze the whole satisfaction level of cultivators on Marshal 200 EC.

RESEARCH METHODS
This research is conducted at Gunungsari Village, Batu City. The reason of selecting this location is due to the fact that Gunungsari Village are the production center of rose in East Java province. Moreover, the majority of the rose cultivators at Gunungsari Village have been using the Marshal 200 EC.

Type of data used in this research are primary data which are coming from in-depth interview results with respondents. The respondents are selected using purposive sampling, in other words the samples that being chosen are those who use Marshal 200 EC insenticide. The samples are 33 roses cultivators, in consideration that cultivators on samples have been buying Marshal 200 EC regularly in the last 2 years.

Buying Decision Analysis
Buying decision analysis of rose cultivators at Gunungsari Village which is used in this research is quantitative descriptive only. The main purpose for using this analysis is because the objective of this research only to describes the reasoning for its buying decision, and not measuring the effect value of each factors that rose cultivators stated. In order to use the quantitative descriptive of the buying decision, the process of buying decision made by Schiffman and Kanuk (2008) were used as depicted in Figure 1.

There are five stages on buying decision. These stages are needs recognitions, pre-purchase research/information seeking, alternative evaluation, buying decision, and post-purchase evaluation/behavior. All of these stages are both affecting and affected by the main indicators of buying decision, complexly intertwining each other. The main indicators are sociocultural environments, consumers’ psychology, and marketing efforts. This analysis will be measuring rose cultivators answers on the in-depth interview about the main indicators that are included by rose cultivators answers in each buying decision stages.

Figure 1. Buying Decision Process (Schiffman and Kanuk, 2008)

Consumers Satisfaction Analysis
Satisfaction analysis of rose cultivators at Gunungsari Village in this research uses Importance-Performance Analysis (IPA) and Customer Satisfaction Index (CSI). The instrument test is conducted before used in term of its validity and reliability. The reliability test must show that the r-calculate is higher than the r-tables and the reliability test must show the Cronbach Alpha’s value is higher than 0.6 (Simamora, 2002).

Importance-Performance Analysis (IPA)
The measurements of consumers’ satisfaction analysis are indicated by eight dimensions of satisfaction attributes which are performance, features, reliability, conformity, durability, service ability, aesthetics, and perceived quality (Tjiptono and Chandra, 2008). Process of the IPA are:
1) Comparing the importance and performance to measure the suitability level. The equation to the comparisons is

\[ PR_i = \frac{X_i}{Y_i} \times 100\% \]  

(1)
Details:
PRi is the suitability level of rose cultivators towards insecticide X attributes through comparisons of Marshal 200 EC performance attributes scores (Xi) with its importance counterpart (Yi).

2) Measuring the mean importance level and mean performance level with equations

\[ \bar{X} = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{n} X_i}{n}, \quad \bar{Y} = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{n} Y_i}{n} \]  \hspace{1cm} (2)

Mean performance level (\(\bar{X}\)) and mean importance level (\(\bar{Y}\)) measured by comparing the total performance scores of each attributes (Xi) and the total importance scores of each attributes (Yi) with its total samples of rose cultivators (n).

3) Mean performance level of total attributes will be the basis of x-axis, intersecting horizontally with the mean importance level of total attributes which is the basis of y-axis in a Cartesian diagram.

4) Both mean importance level of performance and importance will place each attributes to its appropriate quadrant as shown in Figure 2.

Customer Satisfaction Index (CSI)
Customer Satisfaction Index is used to measure the consumer satisfaction both on importance and performance the whole attributes of the product which useful for company’s internal purpose. Process of CSI are:

1) Measuring Mean Importance Score (MIS). 
MIS is average value of importance on each attributes. The equation is

\[ MIS = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{n} Y_i}{n} \] \hspace{1cm} (3)

MIS is measured by dividing the importance score of each attributes (Yi) with its total samples of rose cultivators (n).

2) Measuring Weighing Factors (WF). WF is the percentage value of MIS that each attribute has towards the whole value of MIS. The equation is

\[ WF_i = \frac{MIS_i}{\sum_{i=1}^{n} MIS_i} \times 100\% \] \hspace{1cm} (4)

WF is measured by dividing the MIS value of each attributes of Marshal 200 EC to its total, multiplied in 100 percent.

3) Measuring Mean Satisfaction Scores (MSS). 
MSS is average value of performance on each attributes. The equation is

\[ MSS = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{n} X_i}{n} \] \hspace{1cm} (5)

MSS value is measured by dividing performance of each attributes (Xi) with its total samples of rose cultivators (n).

4) Measuring Weight Scores (WS), which is the satisfaction value of each attributes. WS value is measured by multiplication of importance of each attributes (WF) times the average value of performance (MSS).

5) Measuring whole satisfaction on product (CSI). The equation is

\[ CSI = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{n} WS_i}{HS} \times 100\% \]

CSI is measured by dividing whole satisfaction level (WS) with its highest scale ratio (HS) which is 5.

According to Riandina and Suryana (2006), the CSI value can be interpreted into five categories which are:

1) 81 to 100 percent is included in very satisfied category
2) 66 to 80 percent is included in satisfied category
3) 51 to 65 percent is included in average satisfied category
4) 35 to 50 percent is included in less satisfied category
5) 0 to 34 percent is included in not satisfied category

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Buying Decision of Rose Cultivators
According to Schiffman and Kanuk (2008), buying decision process is devided into five stages which are needs recognition, information seeking/pre-purchase research, alternative evaluation, buying decision, and post-purchase evaluation. There are 3 main factors that both affected and affecting these stages, which are sociocultural environment, consumers’ psychology, and marketing efforts.

Buying decision analysis of Marshal 200 EC will be made in descriptive, hence only respondent’s answer that correlate to main factors which most affecting or affected by each buying decision stages that being described.
The suitability level of performance and importance measured through comparison between performance and importance of each attributes. The suitability scores of each attributes determines the suitability of the rose cultivators felt towards Marshal 200 EC. The suitability level is one of the factors that determines the satisfaction on each attributes, varies on each attributes.

As depicted in Table 1, it can be concluded that on most attributes the importance score are bigger than the performance. According to suitability category of Supranto (2011), the total suitability Marshal 200 EC is below 100 percent hence included in less satisfying category. For the sub category, included in less satisfied category since the total score is 85.9 percent. Its proven by the attributes which at 100 percent or higher are only usage instructions and brand name.

The results show the total scores of attributes mean performance is 2.97 and mean importance is 3.46. Both mean of performance and importance used as X axis for performance and Y axis for importance on Cartesius Diagram.

As the Figure 3 shows, the attributes are placed on each quadrant as each scores supposed to be.

a. **Quadrant A (Concentrate Here)**
   This quadrant contains attributes which considered important by consumers, yet the performance is not fulfilling the expectations. The attributes are authenticity sign (8) and price (9)

b. **Quadrant B (Keep Up The Good Work)**
   This quadrant contains attributes which considered important and the performance are quite same as the expectations. The attributes are dependability (1), expired time (5), complaint managements (6), and brand name (10)
c. Quadrant C (Low Priority)
   This quadrant contains attributes which the performance are considered not good, and not important either. The attributes are volume variations (3), distribution permit (5), availability (7), and company reputation (11)

d. Quadrant D (Possible Overkill)
   This quadrant contains the attributes which considered not important, yet the performance felt too much by respondents. The attribute is usage instructions (4)

There are some similarities between this research with another satisfaction research, albeit with some adjustments because using SERVQUAL in determining the attributes. According Mazler et al (2003), there are some similarities between satisfaction on manufactured industry and service industry. Both customers on these industries seems to consider brand reputation already satisfying and needs to be maintained, because it is located in the same place which is the quadrant B (Mazler et al, 2003). Also both customer industries seem to consider the access/availability are not much important, and the performance are not quite good as well. Access/availability on both researches are located in quadrant C (Mazler et al, 2003).

Whole Satisfaction Level
The whole satisfaction level of Marshal 200 EC measured through CSI method. The results of of CSI is shown at Table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Indicator</th>
<th>Attributes</th>
<th>Weight Score (WS)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Capability</td>
<td>Dependability</td>
<td>0.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Features</td>
<td>Volume variations</td>
<td>0.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Reliability</td>
<td>Distribution permit</td>
<td>0.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Conformity</td>
<td>Usage instructions</td>
<td>0.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Durability</td>
<td>Expired time</td>
<td>0.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Serviceability</td>
<td>Complaints management</td>
<td>0.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
<td>Availability</td>
<td>0.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Aesthetics</td>
<td>Authencity sign</td>
<td>0.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Perceived quality</td>
<td>Price</td>
<td>0.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
<td>Brand name</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td></td>
<td>Company reputation</td>
<td>0.23</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Σ (total) 3.01
Customer Satisfaction Index (%) 60.21

Weight Scores (WS) of Marshal 200 EC is 3.01 and the following results of whole satisfaction which rose cultivators felt is 60.21 percent. Based on CSI scale which stated by Riandina and Nurmalina (2006), the whole satisfaction level of rose cultivators towards Marshal 200 EC is at average satisfied category. The reason of this unpredictably low results is low level of suitability that rose cultivators felt towards the whole product.

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION

Conclusion
1) The continuous buying behavior of rose cultivators on Marshal 200 EC are caused by many factors. Family/relatives contribute meaningfully to inform the product. Association of the product which are efficient/potent and suitable/precisely fit to the rose cultivators’ problem. The shop selection contributes on economical and psychological motives underlying the purchase decision. The high level of beliefs on the product is also involved. Consumers stated that they still will buy the product although the price rises.
2) Attributes which performance felt suitable to rose cultivators are usage instructions and brand name. Attributes that need high priorities for improvements are authencity sign and price. Attributes that need to be maintained are dependability, expired time, complaints management, and brand name.
3) The whole satisfaction level of Gunungsari Village’s rose cultivators towards Marshal 200 EC is on average satisfied category.

Suggestion
Rose cultivators at Gunungsari Village should pay more attention to the usage instructions on all the chemical additives that have been put on the crops. The company could increase the maximum satisfaction by researching more on the Marshal 200 EC products and the effects to white mealybugs (Pseudococcus sp.) as have been the applied usually by the Gunungsari Village’s rose cultivators.
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